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I. INTRODUCTION
1) Motivation & Related Works: Since the early
1980th [1], sensitive skin [2] for robots is receiving increasing attention. A magnitude of technical challenges [3],
involved with the deployment of a high number of tactile
elements on large and arbitrary 3D surfaces, have so far
prevented an effective utilization of skin in robotics. One of
these challenges is called skin calibration [4], which involves
two major issues: 1) to find the relative position and orientation of distributed tactile sensor elements; 2) to combine tactile representations with the (self-acquired) kinematic model
of the robot. Manually calibrating an artificial skin would be
error prone and cumbersome. Instead, robots should utilize
their own sensors and actuators to acquire their own body
model. In [5] for example, a simulated robot first visually
learns its finger tip’s local Jacobian and then probes all over
its face to find the sensor locations, limiting this approach to
reachable body parts and a local kinematic model. Another
simulative approach in [6] takes advantage of an external
known object instead, making it theoretically applicable to
the whole body. Similar authors also present a practical
approach [7], which uses a calibrated force torque sensor
and a know kinematic model to localize the point of touch
on the skin. In this paper, we extend our own approaches
for the fast 3D localization of tactile sensors in [8] and [9],
with a method to automatically acquire an explicit, global
kinematic model of the robot (see Fig. 1), from an egocentric
perspective. Such a method does not only facilitate the initial
mapping of an artificial skin to a known kinematic model, but
also enables a robot to repeatedly acquire its own kinematic
model from scratch – supporting life long error detection and
error handling. Kinematic calibration is a well known topic
in robotics [10][11][12]. But we agree with Hoffmann et al.
[12] that this field “... is heavily biased towards manipulator
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a new approach to
automatically acquire the kinematic model of a robot equipped
with a multi-modal, modular artificial skin. Here, we make use
of the tri-axial accelerometer built into every cell of our artificial
skin, along with a set of open loop test motions of the robot.
With a circle point analysis we extract the relevant vectors to
assemble a forward kinematic model. In comparison to existing
approaches, our method builds and calibrates a kinematic
model with minimal motions around the initial workspace, does
not require any external metrology system and only requires
low-grade motion sensors. We demonstrate the robustness of
our approach by estimating the kinematic parameters of a UR-5
robotic arm mounted on an inertial dual arm platform.
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Fig. 1. The figure shows the result of our new method, acquiring the
kinematic model of the left arm of TOM (Tactile Omni-directional Mobile
Manipulator), with an accelerometer mounted on the end effector frame.

arms, observed by a camera ...” as in [13], or other precise external metrology systems. Close loop measurements
instead, require rigid fixation points, redundant manipulators
and/or additional force/torque sensors [14] – which all are
commonly not available. High forces, exerted by closing
the loop, can also easily destroy a robot. A special form
of open loop calibration, which is closely related to our
work, has been presented in [15]. Canepa et al. use a 3axis accelerometer on the end effector to conduct a circle
point analysis [10]. Alas their approach is based on a first
order integration, which is limited by a high demand on the
integrity of the accelerometer signals, and requires large and
fast motions that are potentially dangerous or impossible to
perform with an uncalibrated robot.
In parts this paper is based on our own previous works.
We utilized the 2nd version [16] of our artificial skin cells,
first introduced in [17]. A simulative kinematic estimation
approach, and the structural exploration method, have already
been published in [18]. We use a rotation estimation algorithm initially developed for our 3D surface reconstruction
approach [8]. A solution to visually combine distributed
tactile coordinates can be found in [9]. A local inverse
Jacobian algorithm [19] and the structure exploration method
have already been tested on a full-sized humanoid robot [20].
2) Contribution: This paper contributes a method to
quickly explore, build and calibrate a kinematic model for
robotic manipulators by means of distributed accelerometers.
In comparison to common kinematic calibration approaches
we only rely on the robot internal sensors and actuators.
No additional aids, e.g. visual markers, are necessary. The
approach in this paper can solve both: skin calibration
and kinematic modeling. A similar kinematic estimation
approach by Canepa et al. was not able to handle our lowgrade accelerometer and safe minimal motions.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first describe the robot system. We then
explain our circle point analysis method. Finally, we extract
a kinematic model from all circle point vectors.
A. Robotic System
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Fig. 2. Electronics of the modular artificial skin cell, featuring multiple
sensor modalities on the front side, and local infrastructure on the back side.

1) Multi-modal Modular Artificial Skin: Fig. 2 shows
the rigid electronic board of our multi-modal, modular artificial skin cell. Each hexagonal cell features multiple sensor
modalities on the front side, emulating human cues of touch.
The back side provides power regulation, communication
and processing infrastructure. We currently provide sensors
for temperature, light touch/proximity, normal force and
vibration/acceleration. In this paper, we specifically make
use of the 3-axis accelerometer, a BMA250 from Bosch.
Large areas of skin are built by placing multiple skin cells
next to each other into 3D printed elastomer molds in which
neighboring skin cells are wired by their adjacent ports.
2) Accelerometer Calibration: The utilized BMA250
tri-axial accelerometer is a very small-scale (2x2x1mm) and
low-cost sensor. This has benefits, e.g. a close to common
center for all axes, but also drawbacks. Although calibrated
by the manufacturer, the accelerometer shows significant
offsets and some gain differences. The given ±0.08g offset
on each axis would already contribute to a vector estimation
displacement of up to ±5○ . We therefore developed a quick
calibration routine that estimates all three gains (u G) and
offsets (u O) by forcing the norm of the gravity samples (u g p )
in (P=6) complementary poses (p) on a unit sphere:
P

2

u
[u G, u O] = umin
∑ (∥ g p ∥ − 1)
u
G, O p=1

4) Previous Algorithms: In order to set our new kinematic estimation algorithm into context, we now shortly
explain the results of our previous algorithms. The structural
exploration algorithm in [18] can automatically discriminate
the sequence of joints and body parts in a kinematic chain,
identify the stationary base of the robot and skin cells located
on each end-effector body part. This knowledge is necessary
to identify and calibrate individual kinematic chains, e.g.
the two arms of a dual arm robot. Our solution to visually
combine distributed tactile coordinates [9], making use of our
3D surface reconstruction method for robotic body parts [8],
can then combine two independently estimated manipulator
chains into one homogeneous body representation. With this
method we can e.g. combine two manipulator chains when
their end-effector skin patches are visible (e.g. by the robot
itself) at the same time.
B. Accelerometer Circle Point Analysis

Fig. 3. The figure shows the circle point vectors (u j d and u r d ) along
with the acceleration components (u g,u atan,d ,u acp,d ) an accelerometer (u)
is subject to on a revolute joint axis (d) motion.

In the following, we show how to extract the circle point
vectors (u j d , u r d ) for each joint (d), from accelerometer (u)
measurements (u ad [n]) during quasi-static and dynamic test
motions performed on one joint axis (d) after the other. For
a revolute motion around a joint axis (u j d ) (see Fig. 3) the
accelerometer is subject to the sum of three accelerations:
u

(2)

All components depend on one of the joint variables (ϕd ,
ωd = ϕ̇d , αd = ω̇d ) and the circle point vectors (u j d , u r d ):
u

(1)

In comparison to other approaches, our method does not
need exact alignments or special calibration equipment.
Performing two runs after each other, the offset corrections
in the second run drop to ≤ ±0.001g.
3) Robot Requirements: In order to cover a broad
hardware spectrum, little requirements are put on the robot.
The robot has to accept (emulated) velocity control signals
and to return position feedback that can be differentiated (2
times) to joint accelerations. So far, our approach can only
handle revolute joints, which is the majority of joints used for
robots (i.e. humanoids). At least one reference body frame,
like the torso of a humanoid or base of a mobile manipulator,
has to remain stationary during the whole process.

ad [n] = u atan,d [n] + u acp,d [n] + u g d [n]

u

g d [n] = Rot (u j d , ϕd [n] − ϕd [0]) ⋅ u g d [0]

atan,d [n] = αd [n] ⋅ ∥u r d ∥ ⋅ (u j d ×

u

(3)

u

rd
)
∥u r d ∥

acp,d [n] = ωd [n]2 ⋅ ∥u r d ∥ ⋅ (u j d × (u j d ×

(4)
u

rd

∥u r

d∥

)) (5)

In the following, we will make use of three features: 1) the
two dynamic components, the tangential (u atan,d [n]) and
centripetal (u acp,d [n]) acceleration, are orthogonal; 2) the
directions of the dynamic components are stationary in
accelerometer (u) coordinates; 3) each component depends
on another joint variable. This enables us to design specific
motion patterns and algorithms for each circle point vector.
1) Exploration Motions: We execute a set of static and
dynamic motions on one joint axis (d) after the other:
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The figure shows the three special test motions we utilize.

−

(t−Tm )2
2Tσ 2

(A ⋅ sin (2πf t))

(6)

The WSM is designed to generate high joint accelerations,
while minimizing position changes, joint velocity and jerk.
This is necessary to estimate the direction of the tangential
acceleration vector. We commonly use the following heuristic
values: A = 0.5 rad s−1 , f = 2 Hz, Tm = 2.5 s, Tσ = 0.7 s.
c) The Gaussian punch motion (GPM): is a velocity
function, combining a positive and a negative Gaussian pulse:
ωd,GPM (t) = A ⋅ (e

−

(t−Tm )2
2Tσ 2

−e

−

(t−2Tm )2
2Tσ 2

)

−0.5

[g]

a) The quasi-static motion (QSM): is a three step
trapezoid velocity function (see Fig. 4). The joint travels both
directions and stops at the initial position (ϕd [0]). The QSM
is designed to quickly generate gravity vector measurements,
while minimizing other motion influences. We commonly use
the following heuristic parameters: max(∣ωd ∣) = 0.2 rad s−1 ,
∣ △ ϕd ∣ ≤ 0.53 rad and Tramp = 1 s.
b) The windowed sine motion (WSM): is a sinusoidal
velocity control function with a Gaussian window function:
ωd,WSM (t) = e

axis
x

0.5

1.5

(7)

The GPM generates a traceable polarity in joint accelerations, while minimizing position changes, joint velocity and
jerk. This is necessary to correct the sign of the tangential
acceleration vector. We commonly use the following heuristic
values: A = 0.5 rad
, Tm = 0.5s, Tσ = 0.05s
s
Algorithm 1 Joint Axis Unit Vector Estimation
1: for d = 1 to D do
2:
Sample u ad [n], ϕd [n] while QSM on joint (d)
3:
Solve u j d = min
(u ed )
u
jd

4: end for

2) Joint Axis Unit Vector Estimation: The joint axis
unit vector (u j d , ∥u j d ∥ = 1) can be estimated in accelerometer coordinates (u) from the gravity vector samples recorded
during QSM (see Fig. 5). We first tried to reproduce the
result by Canepa et al. [15], enforcing a constant dot product
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Fig. 5. The figure shows raw gravity samples for the joint axis estimation
of the second UR-5 joint, along with the already estimated joint axis.

between the joint axis and the gravity samples. Alas, this
approach was not successful, as Canepa et al. did not
explain how to reliably maintain the true dot product. Sensor
noise and the small motion prevent the accurate estimation
of the dot product, especially close to the singular case
where the joint axis is collinear with gravity. We finally
solved the estimation problem minimizing an enhanced three
component error function towards the unknown joint axis:
u

3

j d = min
(∑ (Wi ⋅ u ed,i ))
u
jd

(8)

i=1

The first error component is a high priority (e.g. W1 = 1000)
embedded constraint and enforces the unit length of the axis:
u

ed,1 = (∥u j d ∥ − 1)

2

(9)

The second mid priority (e.g. W2 = 10) error component
minimizes the variance of the dot product for all (N) samples:
u

N

2

1 N u
T u
ed,2 = ∑ ( g d [n] ⋅ j d −
∑ g [n] ⋅ j d )
N n=1 d
n=1
u

T

u

(10)

The third soft (e.g. W3 = 1) error is the squared length of the
difference between the measured gravity samples and vectors
predicted by an angle axis rotation (R(axis,angle)) from the
initial gravity vector (u g d [0]) and joint position (ϕd [0]):
u

N

ed,3 = ∑ ∥R (u j d , ϕd [n] − ϕd [0]) u g d [0] − u g d [n]∥2
n=1

(11)
This last component serves as a stabilization term around singular cases and provides correct axis polarity in non-singular
cases. The global minimization problem is solved with a
derivative free local minimizer (GNU Scientific Library,
Nelder and Mead Simplex, nmsimplex2rand) and multiple
starting points on the unit sphere (e.g. ±ex , ±ey , ±ez ). We
commonly use the following heuristic parameters: a initial

step size of 0.01 and a termination size of 1e-9 or 2000
iterations. Gravity samples are normalized and Gaussian
filtered (size=11, sigma=2.83) before utilization.

[u Ud , u Sd , u Vd ] = svd(u Ad )

max(u atan,d )
max(αd )
2πf
=
=
max(u acp,d ) max((ωd )2 )
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Fig. 6. The figure shows a real example of the filtered raw data for the
tangential unit vector estimation of the 2nd UR-5 joint, along with the
already estimated tangential, joint and radial unit vector axes and gravity.

u

3) Tangential Unit Vector Estimation: The direction of
the tangential unit vector u nd can be estimated in accelerometer coordinates (u) from the dynamic acceleration samples
recorded during WSM, while its polarity can be corrected
by the samples recorded during GPM. In order to maintain
the dynamic acceleration components (u adyn,d [n]), we first
subtract gravity (see Equ. 3) from the raw data:
adyn,d [n] = u ad [n] − u g d [n]

âdyn,d [n] = adyn,d [n] − (( j d ) ⋅ adyn,d [n]) j d (13)
u

T

u

u

We also subtract the remaining mean value in order to
prevent that an incomplete gravity subtraction interferes with
the following singular value decomposition:
1 N u
u
ãdyn,d [n] = u âdyn,d [n] −
∑ âdyn,d [n]
N n=1

(14)

We then assemble a matrix (u Ad ) from all samples:
u

Ad = [u ãdyn,d [1], ..., u ãdyn,d [N ]]

Cd [m] = ∑ ((u atan,d [n])∗ ⋅ αd [n + m])

T

(19)

(15)

(20)

n=−∞

In case the vector is anti-phase, we correct its polarity (u n̂d ):
u

n̂d = copysign(1, ∣ max(u Cd )∣ − ∣ min(u Cd )∣) ⋅ u nd (21)

Algorithm 3 Radial Distance Estimation
1: for d = 1 to D do
2:
Sample u ad [n], ϕd [n], αd [n] while WSM on joint d
3:
Subtract gravity from samples ⇒ u adyn,d [n]
4:
Calculate tangential amplitude ⇒ u atan,d [n]
5:
Compensate mutual delays between αd [n] and u atan,d [n]
6:
Fit least squares linear model ⇒ u dd
7: end for

4) Radial Distance Estimation: The radial distance
(u dd ) can be estimated from the linear relation:
u

(12)

Next, we subtract uncorrelated motions along the joint axis:
u

atan,d [n] = (u nd )T ⋅ u adyn,d [n]

+∞

u

1: for d = 1 to D do
2:
Sample u ad [n], ϕd [n] while WSM on joint (d)
3:
Subtract gravity from samples ⇒ u adyn,d [n]
4:
Subtract accelerations along joint axis ⇒ u âdyn,d [n]
5:
Assemble sample matrix ⇒ u Ad
6:
SVD of sample matrix ⇒ [u Ud , u Sd , u Vd ]
7:
Extract largest eigenvector ⇒ u nd
8:
Correct sign of tangential unit vector with GPM ⇒ u n̂d
9: end for

u

(18)

This tangential amplitude (u atan,d [n]) is then correlated with
the joint acceleration (αd [n]) to determine the phase:

Algorithm 2 Tangential Unit Vector Estimation

u

nd = [V11 V21 V31 ]T

Due to the line symmetry of the Gaussian window function,
the polarity of the tangential vector can not be extracted
from the WSM. Therefor we developed the point symmetric
GPM. Again, we subtract the gravity vectors from the
raw accelerometer data. We then calculate the tangential
amplitude by multiplying the dynamic acceleration samples
with the previously extracted tangential vector:

0.2
0.4

(17)

Due to the orthogonality of the tangential and centripetal
acceleration, and the dominance in case of the chosen sinusoidal parameters (A = 0.5 rad s−1 , f = 2 Hz), the tangential
unit vector is the largest/first eigenvector of the svd:

y

0.5

0

(16)

For a sinusoidal velocity control function the relation between the maximum amplitude of the tangential and centripetal acceleration is given by the parameters (f and A):

tangential

[g]

And perform a singular value decomposition (svd) on it:

atan,d [n] = αd [n] ⋅ u dd

(22)

Here, we apply a least squares linear fitting on the data set
recorded during WSM:
u

N

u
u
2
dd = min
∑ ( atan,d [n] − ( dd ⋅ αd [n]))
u
dd n=1

(23)

It is important that the sensor samples in Equ. 22 (but
also Equ. 12) have the sample sampling rate and do not
exhibit mutual delays. Signals with different sample rates
can be up/down sampled to a common frequency. Delays
are e.g. introduced by signal filters (up sampling, noise
reduction, differentiation), the utilization of a non real-time

OS or communication delays. We compensate delays (u △d )
detected with a correlation of the off-line sample sets:
+∞

u

△d = max ∑ ((u atan,d [n])∗ ⋅ αd [n + u △d ])

(24)

△d,u n=−∞

5) Calculation of Radial Vector: Finally, we can compute the radial vector (u r d ), pointing from the closest point
on the joint axis to the accelerometer origin:
u

r d = dd ⋅ ( n̂d × j d )
u

u

u

(25)

6) Constraints: Our CPA algorithm has two important
constraints: 1) joint axes may not be aligned vertically in
order to discriminate their polarity; 2) a minimal radial
distance is required to estimate the tangential vector. The first
constraint only affects the first axis, as subsequent joint axes
can be automatically put into a different pose. For the first
axis, either the base frame has to change orientation or an
additional method (e.g. visual observation) has to help with
the binary decision. If a small radial distance is detected,
another skin cell on the end-effector can be chosen instead.
C. Kinematic Model Extraction

Md = [

u

rd

∥u r

d∥

, u j d ];

(26a)

The Procrustes algorithm solves this mapping with a SVD:
[Ud Σd Vd ] = svd (N MTd )

(26b)

Ru = Ud Σ̂d VdT

(26c)

d

⎛1
Σ̂d = ⎜0
⎝0

0
1
0

0
⎞
0
⎟
det(Ud VdT )⎠

(26d)

The homogeneous transformation can now be given as:
d

Tu = (

d

Ru
0T

d

d

Td+1 = d Tu ⋅ d+1 T−1
u

(28)

3) Full Kinematic Chain Model: We now assemble the
kinematic forward model from the base to the accelerometer
on the end effector frame, taking the joint positions (ϕd ) into
account. Each revolute joint transformation (d Td′ (ϕd )) can
be modeled with a rotation (R(axis,angle)) around the z-axis:
d

Td′ (ϕd ) = (

R(ez , ϕd [n] − ϕd [0])
0T

0
)
1

(29)

The kinematic chain (B Tu (ϕ)) can then be calculated from
a concatenation of the known homogeneous transformations:
B

D−1

Tu (ϕ) = B T1 ⋅ ∏ (d Td′ (ϕd ) ⋅ d Td+1 )⋅ D TD′ ⋅ D Tu (30)
d=1

In this subsection, we extract a kinematic model from
the previously estimated circle point vectors and a known
sequence of joints. Two algorithmically complex methods to
extract minimal Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters from a
CPA are presented in [10]. Here, we apply a new algorithm
that is simple and robust, and intrinsically deals with the
transformation to the free accelerometer coordinate frame.
1) Accelerometer-2-Joint Transformations: In a first
step, we calculate the homogeneous transformation (d Tu )
from the accelerometer coordinate frame (u) to each newly
defined joint coordinate frame (d). Similar to DH coordinates
we align the joint axis (u j d ) with the z-axis (ez ). Besides
that we define that the x-axis is aligned with the radial vector
(u r d ) and the coordinate origin is located at the intersection.
The rotation matrix in between both coordinate systems can
be calculated with a Procrustes algorithm1 . The two related
vector sets (N and Md ) that need to be mapped are the
corresponding axes of the coordinate frames (u and d):
N = [ex , ez ];

2) Joint-2-Joint Transformations: In order to compute
the joint-2-joint transformations in the initial pose, we require information about the sequence of joints from our
algorithm in [18]. Here, we infer linearly increasing joint
IDs from the base to the accelerometer frame. The transformation between two consecutive joints (d Td+1 ) can then be
calculated from the accelerometer-2-joint transformations:

Ru u r d
)
1

(27)

1 P. H. Schonemann, “A generalized solution of the orthogonal Procrustes
problem”, Psychometrika 31, pp. 1-10, 1966

Hereby the transformation from the first joint to the base
frame (B T1 ) can be freely chosen (e.g. B T1 = I4 ).
III. EXPERIMENTS
We experimentally evaluated our approach with a 6-axis
UR-5 arm (Universal Robots), mounted on our custom built
robot TOM (see Fig. 1). The sampling rate of the accelerometer was 250 Hz, the robot control frequency 62.5 Hz
(interpolated to 125 Hz on the robot) and the robot sample
rate 125 Hz. All signals have been converted to a common
250 Hz sample rate and run through Gaussian filters (size=11,
sigma=2.83). Approximately 3500 sample points have been
utilized for the vector estimation for each QSM and 2500 for
each WSM. For the binary decision of each GPM, less than
400 samples have been utilized. One complete estimation run
for all (D=6) joints lasted approximately 180 s.
A. Ground Truth Circle Point Analysis
In this experiment, we compared the circle point vectors
(u j d , u r d ) estimated with our algorithm, to the ground
truth vectors extracted from an ideal kinematic model of
the robot, computed with the DH parameters of the robot
and a known accelerometer placement. The results in Fig. 7
show a angular deviation of ≤0.05 rad for the joint axis and
≤0.09 rad for the radial vector, and a radial displacement
of ≤0.02 m or ≤11 %, for 10 trials in two different poses
of the robot. The accuracy and precision of the radial
vector alignment drop with a decreasing distance, while the
joint axis estimation is independent of the localization. The
radial distance deviation absolutely increases and relatively
decreases with the distance. Especially with small radial
distances, motion (e.g. jerk, vibrations) and sensor noise
render the extraction of small tangential effects challenging.
With large radial distances, and thus a large moving mass,
induced base motions are challenging. Our heuristic motion
parameter set is a good compromise for both.
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IV. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, we presented a new approach to autonomously acquire the kinematic model of robot manipulators. The approach was evaluated and validated in a
qualitative and quantitative way. The system is accurate,
robust, does not require a-priori knowledge and is sufficiently
fast for real world application.
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Fig. 7. The figure shows the deviation of the estimated CPA vectors to
CPA vectors extracted from an ideal kinematic model, in two different initial
poses of the robot (red, blue) with 5 trials in each pose.

B. Ground Truth Kinematic Model
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Fig. 8. The figure shows the deviation of a kinematic model extracted with
our new method, in comparison to an ideal kinematic model calculated with
the DH parameters of the robot and a known accelerometer placement.

In this experiment, we compared our kinematic extraction
algorithm to an ideal kinematic model of the robot, computed
with the DH parameters of the robot and a known accelerometer placement. Here, we took one set of the previously
estimated CPA vectors. Due to the free placement of the base
frame, we had to register (Bnew TBdh ) both kinematic models
in the initial pose. We then compared the global end-effector
transformation (B Tu (ϕ)) of both models, simultaneously
executing a large sinusoidal motion on all (D=6) joint axes
(f = 1 Hz,△ϕd = ±π) at a time. The result in Fig. 8 shows a
translation error of ≤0.05 m and a rotational displacement of
≤0.09 rad for this minimal approach. In our future work we
will further reduce this error, fusing estimates from multiple
accelerometers and multiple exploration poses.
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